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POLICY FORUM
Unintended Consequences of Obesity-Targeted Health Policy
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L’enfer est plein de bonnes volontés et désirs. [Hell is full of good wishes and
desires.]
Saint Bernard of Clairvaux [1]
The conflict between individual freedom of choice and a government’s obligation to
protect its citizenry from threats to public health is often at the center of health policy
debates. This has played out in New York City, for instance, with freedom of choice
being the rallying cry of those opposed to a citywide ban on large containers of
beverages [2], while saving lives through health-motivated policies is offered as the
justification for the regulations [3]. However, several other ethical concerns exist
related to the creation or implementation of public policy. Herein, we will discuss a
catalog of ethical concerns identified by M. ten Have et al. [4] related to policies
intended to prevent or treat obesity.
We discuss these ethical concerns in light of two key issues: (1) Under which
circumstances does obesity merit being considered a public, as opposed to simply a
common, health concern? Whether or not obesity is considered a public health
concern is important in deciding whether impinging on individuals’ rights may be
warranted. (2) How plausible is it that a given policy or program will have negative
unintended consequences? These consequences are important to consider when
deciding if a policy should be implemented. We then suggest strategies for
minimizing ethical and other unintended adverse consequences of obesity-targeted
health policies.
Ethical Concerns in Obesity-Targeted Health Policies
In “Ethics and Prevention of Overweight and Obesity: An Inventory,” Marieke ten
Have and colleagues identify ethical concerns posed by 60 actual or proposed public
policies, corporate initiatives, and behavior recommendations intended to prevent or
treat obesity [4]. One group of ethical concerns comprises direct negative
consequences of a program, including physical and psychosocial harm,
dissemination of inadequate information, and creation or exacerbation of
inequalities. The other group of ethical concerns encompasses disrespect for
individuals and their rights and values, including transgressing personal and cultural
values of eating, invading privacy, assigning fault for obesity, and abridging freedom
of choice. Typically, more than one of these concerns exist with varying degrees of
severity for any proposed policy or recommendation, but often the debate is
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dichotomized as a desire to promote health versus a desire to preserve individual
liberty.
The complexity of ethical considerations in obesity policymaking can be
demonstrated by a policy that would allow the government to remove an obese child
from his or her home (see table 1). Note that the pros and cons listed in the table are
not necessarily weighted by importance because importance is dependent on
individual perspectives and specific situations. Here, the assumed benefit of the
policy is that removing the child from the home will improve his or her weight and
therefore health, though that assumption is itself contentious [5]. As the table shows,
the ethical considerations are far more complex than health vs. freedom of choice. To
add to the complexity, a given individual may consider one specific ethical concern
more important than all others: for health advocates the physical health implications
may outweigh all other concerns, while for the parents the sanctity of the parentchild relationship may be paramount [6].
Table 1. Ethical concerns of an example policy in which the government is allowed to
remove obese children from homes. The ethical concerns are not necessarily equally
prevalent and do not necessarily carry equal weight.

Ethical
concern [4]
Physical
health
Psychosocial
well-being
Equality

Informed
choice
Social/cultural
values
Privacy
Attribution of
responsibility

Liberty

Pro-policy view

Anti-policy view

Improved health if
professionals can affect
weight.
Obesity is associated with
psychological disorders.
All children have the right
to a healthy childhood and
life.

There may not be the resources or
knowledge to improve the health of the
removed child in the long term.
Removing children from parents may
be more traumatic than the obesity.
Obesity affects the poor and minorities
to a greater extent, so this policy will
disproportionately target these groups.
Parents are no longer able to make
decisions for their child.
The social value placed on The social value placed on parent-child
fitness and health is upheld. relationships is violated.
The family’s and child’s privacy may
be compromised.
Responsibility for the
The parents are directly or indirectly
child’s obesity is shared
blamed for the obesity and stigmatized.
among society and medical
professionals.
The parent’s and child’s liberties are
violated.

Under Which Circumstances Should Obesity Be Considered a Public Health
Concern?
The example in table 1 has ramifications for specific individuals in specific
circumstances and particularly focuses on minors, who are broadly considered not
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fully responsible for their own actions. The justifications and ramifications of broad
health-targeted policies affecting ordinary adults are quite different.
Before proceeding, we must distinguish between two distinct uses of the phrase
“public health” as a prefix to terms such as “problem,” “concern,” or “issue.” The
phrase is often used merely to convey that the problem affects a large number of
people. The term “population health” is emerging to express this idea [7]. But in
debates about policies that may impinge on individual rights and values, the phrase is
used more specifically to denote health problems in which individuals’ actions may
not be sufficient to protect them from ill health and collective action may offer such
protection. Examples of the latter definition include certain infectious diseases from
which protection can be afforded by mass vaccination and toxins in public drinking
water supplies, which can be minimized by a variety of government policies.
Using the more specific definition, it is not clear that obesity qualifies as a public
health concern in all circumstances [8]. When considering some putative contributors
to obesity, such as adenovirus 36 or environmental endocrine disruptors [9], the
definition does seem to apply: individuals generally cannot fully detect and protect
themselves from exposure to these factors by their own action, and collective action
at a societal level mandated by government policies might do so. However, when
considering some other putative contributors to obesity such as ingesting excess
energy or being insufficiently active, there generally are not external unavoidable
constraints, as opposed to influences, on individuals. Thus, collective action to
protect individuals from undetectable or unavoidable contributing factors is not
required in such cases.
At this point, we should address a related argument. This is perhaps the most
commonly used argument to justify policies about obesity: obesity is costly to
society, largely through the healthcare system, and this justifies collectively
infringing upon individual liberty to decrease obesity. We do not agree with this
argument. Regardless of the cost of obesity, that cost itself does not necessarily
justify society’s imposing such policies. The fact that one party (society in this case)
voluntarily takes on an obligation to cover some costly benefit to a second party
(individual citizens in this case) does not necessarily give the first party the right to
dictate the behaviors of the second party. There are several alternatives which
include society’s not volunteering to take on the obligation, society’s taking on the
obligation but distributing the costs equitably to its members (e.g., charging obese
persons more for health coverage), or society’s voluntarily accepting the obligation
and then simply agreeing to be “magnanimous” and bear the additional expense of
costly behaviors in the interests of preserving individual liberty.
This is not to say that obesity is not a problem. Obesity is associated with many
chronic diseases, decreased productivity, and psychosocial difficulties. But if a
health policy targeting a putative cause of obesity does not address an issue in which
individuals’ actions are insufficient to protect themselves from obesity, then the
policy may be unwarranted regardless of cost.
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Good Intentions, Unintended Consequences
Various policy advocates insist that obesity needs to be addressed by public policy,
either because they reject the definition of public health provided above or because
they believe action must be taken despite obesity’s not specifically being a public
health concern. Innumerable policy recommendations have been proposed or enacted
in an effort to reduce obesity, from “sin” taxes [10] and “psychic” taxes [11] to
information campaigns [12] and alterations to the built environment [13]. In some
cases, the scientific evidence demonstrates fairly clearly that the recommendation
will not substantially reduce obesity, which means these policies not only raise
ethical concerns but may have no beneficial outcome; other recommendations are
simply equivocal—the potential exists for benefits and harms—and the balance
between ethical consequences and health benefits is thus uncertain [14].
When the outcomes of a particular proposal are uncertain, especially for
interventions grounded in “common sense,” one could ask, “How could it hurt to
try?” Some ways various policies could hurt, despite good intentions, were
previously highlighted [15]. Such negative consequences include direct negative
effects and encroachment on individual freedom like the list from ten Have et al. but
also include direct costs of resources, damage to scientific and political credibility,
and distraction from more promising efforts and policies. In fact, direct, unintended
negative consequences of some policy proposals have been demonstrated (table 2).
Table 2. Unintended consequences of actions intended to affect obesity

Action

Good intention

Tax sugar-sweetened
beverages (SSBs).

Decrease energy intake
to decrease weight.

Alert patients to their
heavy weight status.

Make the patient aware
of a problem as a first
step in addressing it.
Awareness of calories
will result in decreased
consumption.
Increase “healthful”
behaviors and decrease
“unhealthful” behaviors.

Labeling calories on
vending machine
beverages.
Label “unhealthful”
foods with messages
that encourage
consuming fruits and
vegetables.
Describe certain
restaurants and foods
as more “healthful”
and “low-calorie.”

Decrease caloric
consumption and shift
consumption toward
“healthful” foods.
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Documented unintended
consequence
Increased consumption of beer
beyond the decrease in sugarsweetened beverages [17].
Patients may feel stigmatized,
become depressed and eat more,
and avoid future appointments [16].
Purchases of SSBs increased in
some settings [18].
Increased selection of an
“unhealthful” snack [19].

Consumers consumed more
calories in side dishes and
beverages, and underestimated total
meal calories when choosing
“healthy” restaurants or main
dishes [20].
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Labeling calories and
removing value
pricing on menu
items.
Discourage chocolate
consumption.

Awareness of calories
and eliminating value
pricing will decrease
energy consumption.
Decrease caloric
consumption.

Men ate more calories [21].

Chocolate consumption increased
for some women in some
circumstances [22].
Encourage children
Children prompted to eat Children ate as many calories when
to consume fruits by fruits will increase
prompted by fruit games as when
incorporating them
consumption of
prompted by energy-dense-snack
into games.
“healthful” foods and
games, did not increase fruit
decrease caloric
consumption, and ate more overall
consumption overall.
than when not prompted by food
[23].
For instance, the “common sense” impetus behind informing patients that they are
obese may be the old maxim, “the first step in solving a problem is admitting you
have one.” Yet, there is evidence that clinically relevant words to describe a patient’s
weight (e.g., morbidly obese and obese) are considered stigmatizing, which patients
state may make them avoid future appointments [16].
It is important to note that the good intentions and unintended consequences in the
table represent hand-picked examples and these interventions may not be negative in
all circumstances. For instance, there is some evidence that the effects of menu
labeling on consumer choice can be inconsistent or even positive if delivered in
specific ways, including whether or not educational information is included and
whether the participants are male or female [21, 24, 25]. Thus, the selected examples
in table 2 bring up yet another ethical concern: if a policy intervention benefits one
subset of the population but harms another, what action should be taken? One could
argue against implementing a policy so as to do no harm to one group, while another
could argue that failing to act is tantamount to harming the group that stands to
benefit [26, 27].
Minimizing Negative Ethical Consequences in Reversing Obesity
Marieke ten Have and colleagues raise an important complementary point to ethical
concerns over policy recommendations: “The fact that objections are raised does not
automatically imply that a programme should not be implemented” [4]. When
considering an obesity-targeted public health policy, we propose six
recommendations:
1. Evaluate whether the proposed policy addresses an exposure that can truly be
considered a public health concern [8].
2. Be honest about the quality and quantity of evidence about the policy [14].
3. Generate sufficient, high-quality evidence before implementing the policy
and have plans in place to generate quality evidence about the effectiveness
of the policy once instated [28].
4. Do not assume there is negligible or no harm from the policy (see table 2).
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5. Do not assume that achieving a health benefit overrides respect for other
values and ethical principles [4, 29].
6. Given a choice between two or more plausible policies, choose the policy that
least compromises ethical values [29].
These guidelines should help prevent us from paving the roads to health with good
wishes but unintended consequences.
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